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11. The cycle of human world 

 

The soul and the supreme soul come into the world to play their 

respective roles. This cycle of time is called the world cycle or the eternal 

drama that takes place on the stage of the world. Just as the cycle of 

day-night, season, human life and house or building runs 

uninterruptedly, the cycle of four ages, Golden age, Silver age, Copper 

age and Iron age must continue on the world, which can only be seen by 

the Supreme soul. According to the Supreme soul, this cycle of creation 

is about 5000 years old, which is mentioned in the Bhagavad Gita as 

well as in the Bible, which is divided into four equal ages. This cycle is 

depicted in the picture. According to the Hindu scriptures, the lifespan of 

iron aged world is still 40,000 years. About 200 years ago the human 

population of the world was 1 billion which today shows 7.90 billion. 

Then the human population cannot be accommodated in this world in 

next 40,000 years. Some people believe that Iron Age is a small child. 

When they are asked about how many years it took for the scriptures to 

be written, then they reply that thousands of years ago. Iron age was a 

child when the scriptures were written but today its age should be 

increased. Therefore, the lifespan of the cycle of creation is 5000 years, 

not thousands of years as narrated in the scriptures. The scriptures are 

for our understanding in right spirit and are like a movie. According to the 

movie, the main actor or actress is different than the role they are 

playing, meaning they exist but are not the role what they play. In the 

same way, the message that is said in the scriptures is the truth; they 

are truth but their roles are not as such what they described.  

In many religions, the cycle of creation is represented in different ways. 
Hinduism existed when the founders of other religions came. In 
Hinduism, this cycle of creation is represented as a Swastika, which has 
four equal parts, not three or five parts. The four parts of this cycle of 

creation represents the four ages of world. This world, that is, our earth, 

runs in four age cycles namely; Golden age, Silver age, Copper age and 
Iron age. There is destruction and great destruction in this world but 
there is no complete destruction or no annihilation. If the annihilation 
occurs, where does the diversity of this creation and nature come from? 
If the annihilation occurs, where do the seeds of humans, animals, birds, 

plants, trees etc. come from? Change is the law of the world, so  
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semi-destruction and destruction are also the law of change, not 
annihilation. Science believed in the philosophical theory of the "Big 
Bang" but today scientists ask what happened before the "Big Bang"? 

They have no answer, meaning this philosophical principle is not correct. 

Science gave tremendous facilities for life but logical verification is 

required. In short, the world drama changes in accordance with the 

transformation as depicted in the picture and as narrted under. 

In the beginning of the golden age, there was a kingdom of deities or 
angels. They were full of all virtues, 16 celestial degrees full, completely 
viceless, having all code of conducts and following original eternal 
deity/angelic religion. This world is represented in various religions as 
"Heaven, Swarg, Bahist or Paradise", which was on our earth. Their soul 
has same qualities and powers of supreme soul as well as total soul 
conscious and in full spiritual form. The deities or angels enjoy fruit of 
their past action i.e. uses their accumulated power. In this era, Bharat 
means two words “Bhru” and “Rat” meaning earth and diamonds that is, 
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the world was full of diamonds and in one piece. Bharat was only one 
continent and all the lands were connected. Bharat was in the state of 
complete power, purity, knowledge, happiness, peace, bliss and divine 
love over the whole world. The perfect and complete world has balance 
of science and silence and the world run by power of pure and positive 

thoughts. After enjoying complete happiness in golden age, the deities 

or angels enter silver age, in which their power decreases a little. The 

number of them increases but they are completely happy, healthy and 

wealthy.  

After passing of two ages, the cycle of time enters the copper age that is 
body consciousness that turn the world cycle towards left path. Due to 
body consciousness of them, there is shock to the nature and semi-
destruction took place leaving Bharat into pieces of land of seven 
continents. Many of the treasures of the heavenly world that were here 
are destroyed, that is, buried under the land and the water. The deities 
or angles inherited heaven or paradise by supreme soul which was 
stored in their resolves or sansakars, so they created oval shape of light 
that is Jyotirlingam. The point (bindu) is the source of origin of light and 
supreme soul is the ocean (sindhu) of knowledge, powers and virtues so 
they called themselves as Hindus from shape and qualities of Supreme 
Being as they lost purity due to body consciousness and place of 
residence as Hindustan. They commenced worshipping of supreme soul 
as oval shape of light about 2500 years ago and a messenger soul 
known as Abraham came to this world and said that supreme soul is 
Allah that is Noor or light. He established the Islam religion which is 
Jews family of religion. Body consciousness leads to fights between 
kings of different areas and increases violence. Therefore the 
messenger soul of Lord Buddha descends before 2250 years and 
message of non-violence spreads to establish Buddhism religion. The 
cycle of time goes on and now the people also fight after seeing the 
kings fighting. At such a time the Messiah Jesus Christ comes as the 
messenger before 2000 years and sends the message of His love 
saying love thy neighbour instead of fighting. He established the 
Christian religion. Human souls become more vicious so 1500 years 
ago, Mahatma Shankaracharya came as the messenger and sent the 
message of purity. He established the Sanyas (renunciation) religion. In 
this way the four main religions come into the Copper age and the 
religious power and ruling power are separated. 

The cycle of time goes on. Now the body consciousness increases and 
the Iron Age begin. Now various invaders are attacking India as it was 
very rich and conquering it due to lack of power of these souls who 
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become body conscious. At the end, when all the souls become vicious 
(tamopradhan) and attain extreme sorrow, they cry out to supreme soul 
Almighty, "O purifier, come and purify ourselves, as well as O liberator, 
come and liberate us from sorrow."  

The cycle of time goes on and Iron Age finally comes to an end and the 
auspicious confluence age comes, which is the shortest age amongst all 
ages. Supreme soul incarnates in an old human male body according to 
the drama plan, named him Prajapita Brahma, known as Adidev, Adam 
or Edam in various religions. Supreme soul bestows His knowledge and 
powers through this human body. Their future and status is determined 
on the basis of the efforts made at this time by the souls. Again Supreme 
soul retires and lives in Supreme Abode after establishing heaven on 
this earth. It is a rule of nature that anything new must be created while it 
becomes old automatically. 

Every soul is in a state of liberation and is complete when it is in 
Supreme Abode, meaning it is endowed with peace, power and purity. 
The souls that come to heaven have liberation in life, endowed with 
peace, power, purity and happiness. Being soul conscious they do not 
come under bondage of actions or karma. Then the body consciousness 
enters which lead to bondage of karma and loses its power. Again 
Supreme soul incarnates to purify them with knowledge and power or by 
punishment as indicated in different religions. Thus the role of soul, 
Supreme soul and nature in world drama are eternal, meaning that the 
world cycle goes on eternally.  

Let us practise rajyoga meditation. Being children of Supreme soul, we 

are the master ocean of His knowledge, powers and qualities. We souls 

are full of peace, power and purity in our home, supreme abode. We 

come as deity or angels in the golden age of peace, power, purity and 

happiness. In the silver age we have all the qualities of the golden age, 

except the two celestial degrees of the soul decrease and the population 

increases. The cycle of time goes on and the copper age begins where 

body cosciousness enters, leading to semi-destruction in nature. Thus 

the whole world is divided into seven continents. The deities become 

human souls, so they worship the almighty supreme soul shiva as form 

of light, representing as a point of light. Supreme soul is the point of light 

(Bindu) and the ocean (Sindhu) of knowledge, powers and virtues, 

based on which the deities call themselves Hindus because they lost 

their divinity and call their residence as Hindustan. Four major religions 

came into existence in this age. Due to body consciousness, the souls 
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quickly lose their powers and Iron Age begins, in which much sorrow 

and peacelessness increased to maximum. All souls cry out to the 

almighty authority for liberation and salvation of life. At last He enters the 

old human body to inherit His knowledge and powers. On the basis of 

His knowledge, powers and virtues, He transforms human souls into 

deities or angels according to their efforts, destroys the old world and 

new world begins again. 


